The Knight shift, % , measures th e magne ti c hype rfin e fi eld at th e nucleu s produ ced by th e conducti on e lec tro ns whi c h are po la ri ze d in a ma gne ti c fi e ld. Kni ght s hifts are ofte n dominated by th e Pauli term a nd , in it.s mo st s impl e form , can be writte n as % = (a) x p. H ere XP is the conduction electron Pauli s pin s usce ptibility whic h de pe nd s on th e de nsity of states at th e Fe rmi le vel, N(EF), and (a ) is an a ve rage magneti c hype rfin e couplin g' cons tant associated with th e wav e function characte r at the nu c le us, 1</ 1,.( 0) I", for co ndu c ti o n ele ctrons at th e F e rmi surface. The Kni ght s hift th~refore provides, through ( a ), insight into th e wave-function c haracte r assoc iated wit.h N(E,.·). Ca lc ul a ti ons of ( a ) involvin g a n a ve raging ove r k-s pace have bee n a tte mpted for a fe w simple me tals up to the prese nt tim e. For alloys and inte rm etaJJi c co mpound s, rath er diffe re nt ( a ) 's are expe rim entall y obse rved for diffe re nt local environm e nts, indi ca tin g that % sampl es th e variati on in local wav e-fun cti o n c ha racte r, or a va ri ati on in local de nsit y of sta tes . Th e re is no uniqu e wa y of se para tin g th e local va ri ati on of N(E,.) fro m 1</ 1,· 1 (0) 12.
Introduction
Twe nty years ago W . D_ Kni ght UP di scove red that th e nu clear magne ti c reso nan ce (NMR) of 6~CU oc -*An in vit ed pape r prese nted at th e 3d Ma te ri a ls Resea rc h Sy m· posium , Elect ronic Density oj States, Nove mb er 3·6, 1969, Gaith e rs · burg, Md .
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c urs at about a quarter percent higher frequency in metallic copper than in a salt, CuC!. Since then, there have been over 500 papers reported on the theory and obse rvation of this effect, the "Knight shift ," in a wide " Work s uppo rted b y th e U.s. Ato mi c E ne rgy Co mmi ss ion.
:l Fi gures in brac ke ts indi cate th e titera ture re fe re nces a t th e e nd of thi s pa pe r.
variety of metals and alloys. The first observation of the Knight shift is shown in figure 1 . This paramagnetic shift of the resonance between the diamagnetic salt, CuCl, and the diamagnetic metal, Cu, was attributed [2] to the Pauli paramagnetism of the conduction electrons. The shift is much larger than could be explained by the average susceptibility of the conduction electron s. It was proposed [2] that the nuclei sampled a concentrated local susceptibility, arising from the fact that the conduction electrons in a metal have a very large probability density at the nucleus. In its simplest form , the Knight shift (YO may be written Jr = (a )xp, (1 ) where (a) is an appropriate sampling of the hyperfine interaction of the conduction electrons at the Fermi surface.
For noninteracting electrons, xp is proportional to N (E F)' the electronic density of states at the Fermi level, (2) where /1-B is the Bohr magneton. Thus in this simple approximation, the Knight shift samples, via (a), local behavior of the density of states (at the Fermi level) at a particular atomic site.
In this article we will inspect in detail this relationship of Yf' with the density of states, thereby omitting several important topics on othp,r aspects of NMR in metals. Good review articles have appeared earlier on this broader topic [3] [4] [5] . Unfortunately, as with most of the methods for studying the electronic density of states discussed at this symposium, untangling the factors folded in with the density of states is not an easy task. Very often, the experimental Knight shift is used to measure the factor (a), xp having been obtained from other experiments such as electronic specific heat or bulk magnetic susceptibility. The Knight shift provides a particularly complicated weighted sampling of electronic character but with these complications comes the possibility of obtaining unique information which is otherwise experimentally inaccessible.
A more complete expression for the Knight shift would include other terms, Yf' = Yf' Pauli + Jr di a + Yf'orb + higher order terms.
(3)
Jrpa Ulh given by eq (1), includes isotropic and anisotropic effects, directly by contact and spin dipolar interactions, and indirectly via core polarization and polarization of conduction band electrons below the Fermi level. The orbital paramagnetic and diamagnetic terms, J'f'orb and Yf'd ia, are important at times. We will review in this paper the various contributions to Jr, as summarized in eq (3) , in the light of experimental observations , together with theoretical methods for relating these results to the electronic structure of metals.
General Observations
In NMR one looks at transitions of a nucleus (with spinstatesm=I,I-l,I-2, ... 1-I,-I)fromspin state m to m ± 1, by measuring the frequency, v, of the photons involved in these transitions. The energy difference between the two states, CiEm--+ m -1 = hlJ , is directly proportional to the applied magnetic field, H appl • However, even for a given isotope, the proportionality constant is different for different solids because the electrons in the solid respond differently to H app l (paramagnetic ally or diamagnetically) causing an additional (positive or negative) field at the resonating nucleus. This magnetization field, as seen by the nucleus, is often referred to as the "internal field, " Hint.
Th e Knight shift, :It, meas ures the inte rnal fi eld at the nucle us produced by those electron s in me tal s which respond lin early (with one exception , noted in sec. 6 ) to an applied field. Thus :lt "" Hint / HapPI' Specifically, this definition excludes mate rials with s pontaneous magne tization.
For simple metals, the conduction electron s cover a broad band of energy states. Those electrons at the Fermi s urface are aligned paramagnetically by an external ap pli ed magnetic field. The resulting polarization of these electrons causes large internal fields, via the F ermi contact inte raction hamiltonian '~F' (4) where y is th e nuclear gyromagneti c ratio , and S(r ) is the electron s pin as a fun c tion of its pos iti on vector r from th e nucle us. The contact (or o·fun ction) interaction samples the probability den sity I!J!A(0)1 2 "" P A at the nucle us, [or an electron in the atom. It is related to the atomic hype rfin e coupling constant , a( S), by 167T a(s) = -3-yhfLuPA' ( 
5)
Th e oCr ) thus restricts thi s effect to s·electrons and to th e min or co mpon e nts of relativis ti c p-electron s. Th e s· effects are large, while the p-terms are almost invariably s mall and will he nceforth be neglected . This large hyperfin e te rm is generally absent in nonmetalli c materials, because for each s-electron of spin-up , the re is an s-electron of s pin·down , and th ese are not deco upled by the us ual applied magne tic fields.
For monov ale nt metals, a(s) is obtained with high accuracy from atomic b eam expe rime nts. Values of a(s) for the alkali metals are shown in table 1 . Th e quantity more important to Knight shift considerations, P A, is also shown. Note that PA increases monotonically with atomic numbe r for a given group , whe reas a(s) is dominated by the nuclear mom ent and appears ran- Th e data for a(s) we re d e rived from data give n by P. Ku se h a nd H. Taub. Phys. R e v. 75 , 1477 (1949) ; th e oth e r co lumn s were ealc ulated from these using e qs (5) a nd (12) . dom. Except for a possible small hyperfine s tructure anomaly , PA is the same for all isotopes of a given e le· ment, whereas a(s) de pe nd s on the given isoto pe.
In a metal the appropri ate probabi]jty de nsity PI" is obtained by takin g a s uitable average over the F er mi surface, PI" = ( !J!(O )2)e/o" Th e Kni ght shift , eq (1) , has shown [2J to be (6) where Xp is the Pauli spin s usce ptibility per atom. Sometimes an explicit volum e or mass factor appears in th e expression for :It, but this de pe nds on th e appropriate normalization of ( !J!2(0) h l" and on whether a mass, volum e, atomic or molar susceptibility is used.
If we defin e
the n we obtain eq (1) .
Alternately it is conve ni e nt to introduce the effectiv e hyperfin e fi eld Herr. which is the fi eld meas ured directly in ferromagne ti c materials by, for example, fe rromagnetic NMR or by Moss bauer s pectroscopy. The n (8) H ence (9) It has been fo und useful to define a factor g, sometimes called Knight 's g factor [3] , as (10) In the simplest cases, g has bee n said to ex press the fraction of s-character at the nucleus in th e me tal atEf" but as we s hall see, g is more complex in its meaning for le ss simple cases. The Knight s hift the n becomes (12) H ere a(s) is in cm-I , H a~~r in kOe, a nd fLl is in nuclear magn e tons. Values of H a~~r are li sted in table 1 for th e  alkali me tals and in table 2 Rowland and Borsa [6] avoided the problem of corrections by using measurements on excited neutral atom states_ The values for the polyvalent metals in table 2 do not depend on excited state measurements, but instead were determined by scaling, based on atomic calculations, from the known monovalent values [7] . The g factor accounts for any deviation in hyperfine coupling from free atom behavior. It may deviate from a value of one for a variety o~ reasons. For example, the average conduction electron density in a meta] is greater than that ,in the free atom (i.e., P IjJ is normalized to a Wigner-Seitz cell in the metal whereas the free atom PIjJ extends over a significantly larger volume). If no other factors were present, g would then be greater than unity. A Fermi surface orbital, tPF, has only partial s-character and this causes a reduction in f In a "free electron metal," tPF is a plane wave cf>F (suitably orthogonalized to atomic core states) or a linear combination of plane waves. With increasing number of electrons in the bands the s-character of tPF decreases [8] . In a metal such as TI, Pb, or liquid Bi, this reduction is quite substantial. In metals with one "free" conduction electron (e.g., the alkali and noble metals), kF is relatively small, and the reduction could be expected to be slight. Here, other orthogonalized plane waves, cf>'k,, + Q (where Q is a reciprocal lattice vector) are mixed into cf>p and the normal sign of the mixing is such that interference causes ItPF (0) 12 to be less than that predicted by 1 cf>p(O)1 2 alone. This, as well as d-band hybridization and core-polarization factors which will be considered shortly, tend to pre dominate over the normalization effect reducing g to values typically between 0.1 and 0.8 in "simple" metals.
Experimental values for % are given in figures 2a and 2b. Using these measured value s of %, and obtaining xp as explained in the next section , the systematic trends for g seen in figure 3 are obtained. 4 In each period the largest g values are found for the monovalent metals, with g falling smoothly to lower values as the group valence increases, as would be expected from the wave function behavior just discussed. It is interesting that these results are obtained despite the changing crystal structures. About one-half the observed drop in ~ is expected from simple estimates [8' ] of the reduction in s-character with increasing k p ; the increasing atomic volumes of the polyvalent over the monovalent metals further enhances the trend.
The induced conduction electron Pauli spin density may also contribute to the hyperfine coupling constant, (a), via the spin dipolar interaction ( s 3r(S' r)) !It SD = -2J.l4yNhI· fi -,.s , (13) where r is the vector from the nucleus to the electron. This interaction is anisotropic and contributes an orientation dependent Knight shift term , % anis, for nuclei at non cubic sites, and occasionally at cubic sites if spinorbit coupling is present. In powders, this term results in structure and broadening of the NMR line.
The induced Pauli spin density interacts directly with the nucleus only via the contact and spin dipolar interactions but it may act indirectly as well. The spin density has a spin dependent exchange interaction associated with it, which arises from the Pauli exclusion principle. This may polarize the closed shells of an ion core and the paired electrons in the conduction bands below E p , producing spin densities which will then interact with the nucleus via the contact (and for noncu- bic sites, spin dipolar) interaction(s). These interactions arise from differences induced in the spatial beh:iVior of spin up and spin down pairs of electrons with zero net spin induced in the electron pairs. Their existence has been established experimentally by the fact that half filled shell (p3, d 5 , and F) S-state atoms have nonzero hyperfine fields. While the exchange interaction is believed to be the origin of this spin polarization, correlation effects should, in principle, be important to its quantitative behavior. These interactions have been discussed extensively elsewhere [10] . For the moment we will limit our considerations to intra-atomic contributions to the contact interaction. This necessarily involves the spin polarization of closed s-shells of the core and of the s-character in the conduction bands below EF , since only these will interact directly with the nucleus. Estimates of these core polarization effects from valence electrons in the various shells are summarized in table 3. These are based on experimental data and on exchange polarization calculations (i.e., no correlation effects). Listed are the sign and magnitude characteristic of the core polarization response to a single unpaired s-, PO, do, orf-valence electron characteristic of various rows of the periodic table. (In the case of the openp-shell atoms, the listed response includes that associated with the closed ' valence s-shell.) For comparison, the direct contact interaction appropriate to an unpaired atomic s-valence electron is shown in table 4, for the d-andf-shell atoms. The core polarization is negative for d-andf-shells, and for np-shells, where n , the principal quantum number, ) is 4 or greater. The negative sign implies a core spin r density at the nucleus, whose orientation is antiparallel to the unpaired spin responsible for the polarization. The core polarization res ponse to an unpaired s~valenc e electron is positive and simply serves to enhance the contact interaction associated with the valence electron. [When using experimental atomic hyperfine data to evaluate P A, this effect is already included.J The 3d, and 4d (little is known yet for the 5d) core polarization values appear to be quite stable for their respective rows in the periodic table. The quoted values hold to within twenty percent for any member of a row and it is b elie ved that these values are ap· 7 propriate to th e core polarization response to a dmoment in a me tal. The situation is less certain and more complicated for the p-shell ele me nts. Experime ntal data for which there are no competing orbital and spin dipolar terms exist only for the p 3 S-state atoms. It should be noted that these experimental values include the contribution coming from the polarization of the closed valence s· shells. In a metal this term is associated with the con- [llJ for these rows s uggest that both the core and valence contributions are significant with the total becoming less positive (or more negative) as one goes to the lighter elements in the row. As with earlier efforts [10J , these calculations do not satisfactorily re produce the experimental data and must be us ed with caution, (e.g., the wrong sign is predicted for atomic P). Bagus et al. also obtained results for the 4p row. Again the total becomes more negative by a factor of, say, two for the lighter elements but now the valence term domina tes. This latter fact suggests that such atomic hyperfine constants will be of little qu antitative utility when in specting p-electron metals until one understands the polarization respons e of s-electron character deep in a conduction band. An example in the literature of the use of a p·core polarization term larger than that shown in table 3, is Ga in AuGa2 [12] , where a p-term of an order of magnitude larger than that of As (table 3) was used to explain the observed negative Knight shift. One complication associated with extracting wave function and density of states information from Knight shift measurements is suggested by the numbers in table 3. Consider the 3d-and 4d-transition metals. As discussed in section 7, the Pauli Knight shift term almost invariably has the opposite sign of temperature dependence as the Pauli susceptibility [13] . This is consistent with having d-bands at EF , with negative hyperfine constants of the sort seen in the table. Now, the s-contact de nsities are an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding d-core polarization hyperfine constants. Thus a few percent admixture of s-ch aracter into the Fermi s urface d-states can violently affect (a).
While complicating matters, such interband hybridization is of considerable interest in itself and on e can attempt to use Knight shift data to ascertain its nature and extent [14, 15] .
Relatively little is known of the intra-atomic hype rfine contribution arising from the exchange polarization of conduction band states below E F , except that it probably makes a positive contribution to (a) for transition metals. Some measure of the effect can be obtained for the 3d metals by inspection of the spin polarization of the 45 2 throughout an occupied "conduction" band contribute to the exchange polarization. These states have stronger hyperfine coupling than those atEF which contribute to the Knight shift, as is evidenced by internal con version experiments [17] . It is probable that there is little or no reduction in this polarization term due to band effects.
There may be inter-atomic as well as intra-atomic contributions to (a), since an applied magnetic field induces spin moments on the neighboring atoms as well as the atom in que~tion. The two contributions are indistinguishable for the pufe monatomic metals, but there is indirect evidence, from alloying, that the interatomic term is quantitatively important in some transition metals. Inter-atomic contributions will be seen to be important in transition metal alloys and intermetallics. As with the concept of a local density of states , th ere will fre quently be ambiguity when attempting to divide Y{ into inter-and intra-atomic terms.
In addition to these contributions to the Knight shift coming from the Pauli paramagnetism of the conduction electrons , there is an important contribution , especially in transition metals , from the orbital magne ti c moment of the conduction electrons induced by the applied magnetic field. W e can write, in analogy with eq (1) .%orb = (b )Xorb (14) where (b) is an appropriate orbital hyperfine coupling constant. In contrast to the Pauli contribution to the Knight shift, the orbital Knight shift is not proportional to N(EF ).
The orbital where ni and nf are the numbers of occupied and unoccupied Bloch states respectively and ~ is the conduction electron bandwidth. This equation suggests that particularly strong orbital effects are expected in roughly half-filled d-band transition metals. In halffilled bands the product ninf is a maximum, and in I transition metals, ~ is small. Strong effects have indeed been found in W [21] , Nb [20] , V [19, 20, 22] , Cr [23] and Cr V alloys [24] .
Although we have treated the Pauli and orbital hyperfine parameters, a and b, as multiplicative factors ' of the appropriate susceptibilities, it should be em phasized that (a) and (b) are not the simple averages customarily employed, but are more correctly ~ the weighted averages (a)==~ )(p and, as is clear from eqs (14) and (15) [25, 26] . Two of these had large negative shifts of -5.2 and -2.6 pe rce nt at room te mpe rature [26] , and were te mpe rature de pe ndent [25] , with the forme r value incre asin g to -5.85 percent at 120 K, where X shows a maximum. The nuclei at the other two crystallographic ally inequivale nt sites showed muc h s malle r , and te mperature inde pe nd ent , Knight shifts (-0.45 and -0.15%).
A number of complications have been indicated in thi s section. There is more than one term in the Knight s hift; also the hyperfine constants (a) and (b) are signific antly affected by band c haracter and hybridization. There will in gene ral b e inter-and intra-site contributions to (a). As will be seen , two important "tools" are available to aid in the ide ntification of the differe nt contributions to :1 { : the Korrin ga relation [27] relating Knight shifts to nuclear s pin-lattice relaxation times , and the te mperature de pe nden ce of both J{ and X [13] . Finally one c an sample Knight shift be havior at sites involving differe nt a tom s in an alloy or interm etallic compound. Matte rs such as these, while complicating Knight s hift inter pre ta ti ons in terms of den sity of sta tes, c an s upply insight into th e electronic structure and local wave fun ction ch aracter which c annot generally be obtained from other experime nts.
Pauli Spin Susceptibility
The Knight shift samples the density of s tates via the Pauli spin susceptibility, Xp. H owe ver , in pure me tals, the density of states has us ually bee n obtain ed in othe r ways and the Knight shift th e n used to explore the associated wave -fun cti on c harac ter. In thi s section , we will review some of these me thods of obtaining )(p , a nd their implications to our understanding of Knight shift behavior.
First let us note that the expression relating the Pauli susceptibility to the density of states give n in eq (2) neglects correlation and exchange effects between conduction electrons. Electron gas estimates are freque ntly applied to "free" electron metals [28 ,29] , and exc hange e nhance ment theories to transition me tals [30] [31] [32] . With a conduction-electron conductionelectron exchange interaction para me ter feff defined in reciprocal space and tak e n to be constant , the random phase approximation yields [30] [31] [32] an exc hange enhanced s usceptibility
_ xB
-if effXp (20) where )(po is the un enhanced susceptibility of eq (2) . The indu ced s pin sets up an exchange field encouraging furth er polarization hence an e nhanced )(p o Similar looking expression s , with N(EF) appearing in numerator and de nominator are obtained from correlated electron gas theory. These as well as interband effects obviously complicate the averages take n in eq (17) . In ge neral one is forced to neglect the m in (a) a nd ass ume their presen ce in )(p alone. Even with this simplification , there is no simple linear relaiiun be tween an observed Knight shift and the de nsity of states at the Fermi surface . As re marked e arlier, thi s shortcoming is shared with the experimental data obtained by many of the other techniques reviewed in this symposium.
It might appear that an adequate value of)(p could be obtained from direct measurements of magnetic susceptibilities , Xexp, especially since these would already have the exchange enhanceme nt included. W e will return to the case of transition metals later, but in simple m e tals it turns out that bulk · susceptibility re sults usually do not give reliable values of )(po Consider , for instance, the noble metals. The bulk susceptibilities (Xexp) are e ach negative, i.e., the m etals are diamagn e ti c. The ion core diamagne tism (X~~~e ) plus conduction electron diamagnetis m (X~y~d) is larger than )(po Hartree-Fock [7] and Hartree-Fock-Slater [33] calc ulations for x~y~e agree to within two percent. However these calculations are for singly ionized valence states which is not a totally satisfactory description in the metal. This, and interband mixing effects, raise the probable error in x~1~e considerably. By the same token, X~y~d is poorly known due to electron-electron interactions. The net result is th!lt XP obtained from Xexp is probably good to no better than twenty percent for thE noble metals. Various ( values for the noble metals obtained by use of various schemes are shown in table 5. It can be seen that ( values employing the traditionally quoted values for xay~e are not consistent with those using more modern Hartree-Fock or Hartree-FockSlater estimates. The situation in the case of the alkali metals is not as bad for two reasons. First the theoretical evaluation of both the core-and conduction-electron diamagnetism is on firmer ground, especially for the free electron-like metal, Na. Secondly, xp has been obtained directly (i.e., without the need for the troublesome diamagnetic corrections) using conduction electron spin resonance (CESR) for the alkali ~tals and for Be. Combined CESR-NMR has also been used in Na and Li [34] [35] [36] to obtain xp.
For many metals it has been customary to use electronic specific heat, ' Y , measurements for information about xpo using the one-electron relationship
where k is the Boltzmann constant. There are two difficulties here. One is that there may be many-body contributions to ' Y (such as electron-phonon or paramagnon enhancement). The other is that the exchange enhancement part of Xp is missing here [see eq (20) ]. The ( values derived from 'Y, given in table 5, were obtained from eq (21) and experimental'Y values [37] , and therefore neglect these corrections for enhancement effects.
It may be that in some cases these two factors approximately cancel one another. The ( values plotted for the elements in figure 3 were obtained by use of uncor- rected'Y values [37] . The final set of ( values in table 5 utilizes a set [38] of band theory predictions for xZ. We note an interesting correlation in figure 4 in that the alkali metals, except for Li, fall on a straight line near ( = 0.9. That is to say, the s-density of states apparently increases proportionately to the total density of states at the Fermi level for Na, K, Rb and Cs. The increase in )(p from Na to Cs is attributable primarily to r the large volume increase in this series. The constancy of ~ might seem to be surprising, since simple volume renormalization should effect ~ as well as )(po It is to be recalled, that volume renormalization of ~ depends on the atomic volume in the metal relative to that of the free ion. It would thus appear that the alkali metallat-, tice constants faithfully reflect the sizes of the free ions , and hence ~ is roughly constant implying that the amount of s-character is essentially constant for the alkali metals Na to Cs. This constancy was already noted by Pauling [47] . His calculations of Sop hybridization of bond orbitals indicated fractional s-characters of 0.72 >-to 0.74 for Na to Cs and a lower value (0.59) for Li, similar to the trend of figure 4.
Knight s hift experiments on the pressure dependence, as well as alloying, show that the contact density in metals is not simply an inverse function of volume [7] . This is also illustrated by recent pressure dependence calculation s [48] on monovalent metals. The wave function effects which depress ~ values below 1, suppress the dependence of ~ on volume.
In this section, we have seen the difficulty in obtaining a reliable value of)(p for use in obtaining ~ values for simple metals. Nonetheless, even in these cases, the Knight shift provides a rather unique measure of the scontribution to the density of states in "simple" metals.
"Simple" Metals
It is an interesting challenge to obtain the absolute value of the Knight shift, or its change with temperature or pressure, from band-theoretical calculations. A number of near a priori calculations have been made with varying degrees of semiquantitative success. For example, Das and coworkers, using the orthogonalized plane wave (OPW) method, have calculated wave functions and densities-of-state at various points on the Fermi surface for Al [49] , Be [50] [51] [52] [53] and In [54] . A few of these papers are of particular interest in that , they represent efforts to use the weighted average form of (a) as given in eq (17) . In the case of the divalent metals Be , Mg and Cd, the spin susceptibility has been extracted from Knight shift meas urements by use of such estimates of (a) [55] . Comparison with theoretical values of their bare Xl) [i. e., eq (2)] permitted estimates of the exchange enhan cement to be made. This process resulted in a reduction in)(p for Be; the authors concluded that this arose from inadequacies in the energy band es timate of )(po and (a).
The alkali metals, particularly Li and Na, have traditionally attracted theoretical attention, often giving relatively close agreement with experime nt [40] [41] [42] . Even in these simplest "free electron" metals, corrections to the hyperfine couplin g constan t due to nonfree electron-like band structure effects, can amount to 25 percent or more [45 ,56,57] .
It should be stressed that for the heavier simple metals (i.e., potassium and above) d-hybridization associated with d-bands above or be low the conduction band affects the Knight shift and other properties at (and off) the Fermi level (see, for example, Kmetko [46] ). In the case of Cu and Au these d-hybridization effects are large. Such effects do not arise in the Li row, but there may be abnormal "2p" effects due to the near degeneracy of atomic 2s-and 2p-Ievels [58] [59] [60] [61] . In these "simple" metals, the change in Knight shift at the melting point [62] as taken from Feldman [63] . The solid line is theoretical.
A more unusual case is that of cadmium [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] . In the solid the Knight shift varies considerably. :J{ increases ten times more rapidly in Cd than in AI,over the same te mperature range (4-300 K). At 600 K, : If-in Cd is about 70 percent larger than its value at 4 K. This change is seen in figure 6 . An additional increase in J't ( ~ 33% of J't ) is observed upon meltin g (see sec. 5). [68] .
in the shape (cia ratio) and volume of th e unit cell with temperature and it had been suspected that the changes with tempe rature of J'tiso and J'tanis co uld somehow be correlated with thes e cell dimensions. Kasowski and Falicov [68] have explained the behavior with a different schem e : in the solid the lattice vibrations cause an increase in both)(p and in the s-character as the te mpe rature is rai sed, there by increasing % iSO'
On the other hand, J'tani5 arises from the non-s part of the wave-function , which of course is decreasing as the s-part is in creasing. However, again invokin g eq (17), we require not the average hyperfin e coupling associa ted with the non-s part, but the appropriate average over the Fermi s urface. Cancellation occurs in this average at low te mperatures. The reduction in the cancellation at higher te mperatures more than compensates for the increase in s-character, thereby providing an increase in %ani5' On the other hand , pressure dependence measure ments of %anis for Sn [71] was interpreted as due to charge redistribution rather than a change in the Sop character of the wave-function.
Other data furth er indicate the c omplexity of the behavior of the Knight shift in solid Cd. Borsa and Barnes [651 note that alloying Mg (in quantities of ~ 1 %) with Cd will cause sub stantial changes in cell size and s hape without affectin g the Knight s hift. Kushida and Rimai [72] have separated the implicit and explicit contributions to the temperature dependence of J't by their meas ureme nts of the pressure de pendence in Cd. Volume renormalization was found inadequate to explain the observed press ure depende nce [72] . 5 
Sudden Changes in .'JI'
The abrupt chan ge in J't of Cd upon melting was presumed by Ziman [39] to indicate an abrupt change in N(EF ) associated with solid and liquid Cd. This conclusion was examin ed in two diffe re nt calculations, each e mploying nonlocal pse udopotentials [68, 70] , resulting in opposite conclusions. Shaw's calculated J [70] values for N (E) per unit volume for solid and liquid ' Cd are s hown in fi gure 7. N(EF ) is found to be 0.7 p ercent lower in th e liquid than in the solid. Shaw concludes that "Ziman' s assertion that the strong change in the Knight s hift of cadmium is a de nsity-of-s tates effect is not born e out by our de tailed calculations." In contrast Kasowski and Falicov [68] assume that Cd is free-electron-like in the liquid and finds that most of the change in %(Cd) upon melting is due to an increase in N(EF)' They note that " this agrees with Ziman's hypothesis and confirms it quantitatively." Although these two calculations [68, 70] res ulted in opposite conclusions, in part due to c hoice of different model-pote ntials, the re is an abrupt increase in N(EF ) in Shaw's calc ulation s if solid Cd is compared with the free electron value, as indic ate d in figure 7 .
An interesting example of an even more abrupt increase in J't upon melting is found in the be havior of th e III-V compound InSb [73] . In the semiconducting solid the Knight shift of eithe r the In or Sb in InSb is zero, but in the met allic liquid state, the Knight shifts have normal me tallic magnitudes. Another example is Bi [62] , in which J't has the opposite sign in the liquid from the solid. There are various cases besides melting where a s udden change in J't occurs. In an _alhy system, % usually chang_ es smoothly-With composition within a particular phase, but shows a jump across a phase boundary. An example of this is shown for the AgCd system in figure   8 , taken from Drain [74] . By correlating J't and ' Y across a phase boundary, Drain showed that in this case the abrupt change is associated in part with changes in den sities of states. 
FIGURE 7. Calculated values oJN(E)Jor Cd, as taken/rom Shaw and
Smith [70] .
Th e se mi conduc tor-(or insulator-) to-metal tran s ition , wh e the r or not a Mott transition , offers a number of examples in which the Kni ght shift c hanges more or less suddenly. For example, when tin c hanges from its metallic to its semiconducting ph ase , Yf c han ges from 0.75 percent to near zero (see fig. 2b ). Also consider V02 which is me talli c above a nd semicon ducting below a crystal struct ure change occurring at Tc = 68°C j [75, 76] . The Knight shift is --0.4 pe rcent at 100°C and -+ 0.2 percent below. The negative shift above Tc is attributed to a metallic d-band.
A case where there is an electronic transition without further structural c hanges is that of phosphorous -doped silicon [77] [78] [79] . At donor concentrations (nd) greater . than 2 X 10 19 cm-3 , the mate rial appears to be a metal, the Knight s hift is proportional to nd l / 3 , and the Korringa 'relation holds. Below thi s critical concentration, Y! drops sharply. In the tran sition range, 3 X 10 18 < nd < 2 X 10 1 !!, the re is a measurable % , but th e Korringa relation no lon ger hold s. The electron s are " delocalized" in so me type of impurity "band. " Other sys te ms exhibitin g nonme tal-to-me tal transition s are th e alkali-ammonia solutions. As the me tal to ammonia ratio is increased, the liquid becomes gradually metallic, and th e co nduc tivity as well as the Knight shift in creases sub stantially [80] [81] [82] [83] . [74] . in the two phase regions , Cd resonancesJor both phases are simultaneously seen, due t o the rather different % ' s Jor the diJJerent phases. For ranges oj solid solubility % changes smoothly.
Orbital Magnetism in Simple Metals
The Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer theory of superconductivity [84] predicts that, as a result of spin pairing, xp vanishes at T = 0_ Hence it was expected [85] that % ~ 0 as T ~ 0 for superconductors. This expectation often is not borne out. It seems certain that the r esidual Knight shift is predominantly of orbital origin for transition metals such as V and Nb [22] . Ferrell [86] and Anderson [87] proposed that s pin-reversal scatteri ng due to spi n-orbit co upling is another possible mechanism for obtaining a residual Knight s hift. This mechanism requires that % be a fun c tion of mean free path, i.e., particle size and impurity scattering. This spin-orbit term has been shown by Wright [88] to be important in Sn_ Wright also reviews earlier experiments on other metals_ He concludes that although spin-orbit coupling is dominant in some cases, two types of orbital magnetism cannot be ruled out in simple metals_ These are the Van Vleck orbital paramagnetism [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and a higher order mechanism introduced by Appel [89] _ Similar higher order mechanisms were discussed earlier by Clogston et aL.
[20l We have already discussed the Van Vleck term and will note its importance in the transition metals and alloys to be discussed later-The Appel mechanism involves spin-orbit andf'· iI coupling to an intermediate Another important orbital effect is the LandauPeierls diamagnetism [90] . The magnitude of this term is not easy to predict. In the simplest (and greatly oversimplified) free electron approximation the Knight shift, .%"dia arising from Landau-Peierls diamagnetism,
where m* is an appropriate electron effective mass_ This term has been proposed to explain a number of negative, or near zero, Knight shifts in nontransition metals. In transition metals, d-core polarization (see table 3 ) gives an important negative contribution to Y{, through the Pauli paramagnetism of the d-band. In nontransition elements p-core polarization has often been proposed as an alternate to Y{dia as a negative contribution to .%" (see table 3 ). For example Das and Sondheimer [90] first suggested the importance of the Landau term to the negative Knight shift in Be. In later papers, Das and coworkers [50-S2] performed detailed calculations for the contact and the p-core polarization terms in this metal. A reluctance to believe that the diamagnetic shift is as large as was originally suggested [90] is evident from these papers . Although they do not give further quantitative estimates for Y{dia in this later work, in each case they are forced [S2] to the same conclusion that the remaining negative shift is of diamagnetic origin. Using eq (22) , available m * values can, in fact, give a .%"dia of-0.003% [S2,S3].
Yafet [91] considered the importance of Y{ dia for Bi, but Williams and Hewitt [92] proposedp-core polarization as the ongm of the quite substantial negative Knight shift in Bi of -1.2S%. It is interesting to note that if xp is estimated from the electronic specific heat [37] , using eq (21) , and if there is no s contact con-< tribution to .%", the p-core polarization necessary to explain a shift of-1.2S% is 800 times larger than the experimental value [93] for atomic Bi (table 3) . The presence of an s term will increase this estimate of 800. Note that the experimental atomic "core" polarization term includes the polarization of the 6s-valence electrons which are part of the conduction bands in the metal. This atomic value therefore provides an estimate of the s polarization in the core and throughout the occupied conduction band: the applicability of this value to the metal depends on the distribution of s-character in the occupied bands (as compared with the freeatom). Granted the uncertainty in xp and the question of relevance of the atomic hyperfine constant to this metal it would still appear that p-core polarization is at least one hundred times too small to account for the experimental Knight shift. On the other hand, Bi has m/m* ratios which, using eq (22) , are large enough to suggest a Landau diamagnetic shift that can approach magnitudes of the order of the observed 5Y value.
Other examples of negative shifts in diamagnetic, non-d materials are TI in NaTl [9, [94] [95] [96] and In in BiIn ' at 77 K [97] . For these cases the situation is much less clear due to the lack of data for xp, m*, and y. In addition we do not have free atom experimental values for p-core polarization for Tl and In. Using some upper estimates for the unknown quantities, it is evident that either p-core polarization or Landau diamagnetism is hard pressed to reproduce the observed shifts. A discussion of diamagnetic Knight shifts and p-core polarization effects in these materials will be given ( elsewhere [98] .
Das and Sondheimer [90] also indicated that oscillations would be present in the diamagnetic term. These 1 would be periodic in l/H, similar to de Haas -van I Alphen oscillations. However, when this effect was first, observed by Reynolds et al. [99, 100] , the amplitude of the oscillations was considerably larger than that expected from the diamagnetic term [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] . Glasser [107] explained this by proposing that the Fermi surface wave functions also change with l/H, and that this introduces oscillations into the Pauli term which dominate over the diamagnetic oscillations. Goodrich et aL. also observed Knight shift oscillations in Cd [108] . Their data are shown in figure 9 . The importance of observing oscillations in Y{ is that it is possible to obtain the Knight shift over a segment of the Fermi surface. Thus the Knight shift has become I , [108] .
a potentiall y important tool for examining the wavefunction c haracter associated with N(E F) not only in th e average se nse of eq (19) , but also in finer detail ov er Fermi surface segme nts.
Transition Metals
The simple metals consid ered in the preceding sections display , in the main , only weak orbital Knight s hifts and tem perature independent, us ually positive, Pauli terms. Transitiun and noble metals with their dbands tend to have a negative Pauli term arising from I d-core polarization (see table 3 ). Narrow d-bands, with many states close in e nergy to EF , often have substanl tial orbital effects [see eq (15) ]. Structure and curvatureinN(E/.· ) co ntribute a temperature depe nde nce to the Pauli term _ Give n the presence of d-and non-d, or -"conduction " band c haracter, it has been normal to descri be the para magnetic transition metals in term s of a "two band" model involvin g di scre te "s" and "d" bands. W e follow common nom e nclature in des ignating the co ndu ction band as a n s -ba nd. (The d-band s, of co urse, also co ntribute to co nductio n.) The orbital I Kni ght shift is associated with th e d-band; the average tak e n in th e Pauu term is rewritte n wh ere th e "s" or conduction band is ass um e d to contribute a positive, te mpe rature independent term, and the d-bands , a negative te mpe rature de pendent te rm.
The latter dominates sin ce N(E F)", he nce X Z, is mu c h larger than its s-band cou nte rpart. It is ass um ed in eq (23) that the tempe rature de pe nd e nce of .% is e ntirely associated with the susce ptibilit y and not with any variation in the hyperfin e couplin g co nsta nts [13] . b and c haracter and a transition metal is not constituted of discrete d and "s" bands_ Some measure of this is give n in fi gure ll, which displays the density of states obtained 6 for fcc C u_
The res ults ca n be taken as c h aracteris ti c of all tran sition me tals_ The de nsity of states behavior is similar to that reported by Mu elle r for Fe [llS] , and to that obtain ed by Goodings and Harris [1l6] , and by C uthill et aL [1l7] in their es tim ates of soft x-ray spectra for C u. Th e de nsit y of states has been plotted separately for th e first, seco nd and sixth ba nds while that for the third , fourth and fifth has been added together for the sake of legibility. In figure 11 , the C u Fermi energy is designated by Ev and that appropriate to Ni by E(Ni ). The hIgh de nsity of states peak, intersected by E(Ni) , is due to the fifth band_ Details of this band and of its F ermi surface are essential to the differ- 6 These res ults [llli inv olve a sa mpling of -1. 5 X 10 6 points in 1/48th of the Brillouin zone. Th e sa mpling e mployed a quadrati c fit to a set of pse ud opote nt ial bands by Ehre nreic h et a.1. [112 , 11 31 invo lving a mes h of 28 intervals from r-x in th e zone. Th e pse udopote nti a l bands were obtain ed from an adjuste d ana lyti c fit of so me ne w APW ca lcu lat ions for C u [114] . Spin-orbit co uplin g e ffects, though sli ght , have bee n in c lud ed. Th e Fer mi surface is in be tt e r agreemen t with ex pe rim ent th a n is uSda I for ca lc ul ation s. Det ai ls of th e de ns it y of s tates and grosse r fea tures of th e wavefun c ti on a na lysis are, of co urse, d e pe nd e nt o n the use of a pse udopo ten tial ba nd descri pt ion (whi c h assumes ti ght bindin g d·ba nd s and a set of four orth ogo nalized plan e wav es for th e non-d part). These re s ults can be co ns id ered analogous to the OPW re sults, obtained by Das a nd co work e rs [49] [50] [51] [52] 55] for th e Kni ght s hift in various "simple" metals. Gossard and J accarino [109] .
ing magnetic behavior of Ni, Pd, and Pt. The Cu Fermi level intersects the sixth band, often named the "free electron" band, which lies above the five "d" bands.
The density of states associated with non-d electron 
.., elec tron c haracte r is associate d with th e one e lectron in th e ixth band. Th e 3d-electron character can be expected to in-I te ract wi th the nucleus via a core polarization te rm of I --125 kOe per /-LB throughout the bands. The non-d I characte r is expected to interact predominantly via the > direct contact term. Its behavior is shown at the bottom of fi gure 11 in the form of the ratio
with res p ect to the non-d electron density of states at E, ~ i.e., th e c ontact interaction normalized with respect to I the non-d electron density at E, and to an atomic 4s hype rfine constant. 7 Omitting all core polarization coni-tribution s to % , thi s ratio is the n related to ~ by (24b)
A ratio of 2 to 2.5 occurs at th e bottom of th e bands reflecting the volum e normalization e nhance ment of ~ discusse d pre viously in conn ection with figure 4. Valu es closer to one are appropri ate to th e non-d character hybridized into the second , third , fourth and top of th e first bands. Thi s s uggests that an al E ) se t equal to all can be used as a first approximation whe n estimating the effe ct of hybridization on reducing a dband ad from a pure d-core polarization value. The ratio is higher in the fifth band but here hybridization is almos t ze ro. The ratio tends to fall with incr easing E, as is see n in the lower part of the first and in the sixth bands. This is ass ociated with the decrease in sc haracter in OPW 's of in creas in g k. The ra ti o has \ dropped to a value of 0.78 at the Cu F ermi le vel. Here ~(Ev),defined in the manner of eq (24b), has th e valu e of 0.57. If one adds the negative core-polarization contribution which can be attributed to the twenty-eight pe rce nt d-charac te r in the bands atEv , ~(Er) b ecomes 0.55. 7 An (L A of 1600 kOe/J1-/J, o mittin g co re Ilo la riz ati o n co ntributi o ns, was lI sed , s in ce co re pola riza ti o n e ffects we re o mille d in th e ev aluar ti o n of (c"(E)N''O'f(E). With core po la ri za ti o n, co rre la ti o n a nd re lativi s ti c e ffects prese nt , th e (expe rim e nt al) (LA is -2600 kOe/J1-/J .
F o r di sc ussi o n of thi s see [7] .
" A ctuall y Da vi s [1181 c hose to qu ote a g ·rati o by dividin g hi s c omputed hype rfine te rm without co re po la ri za ti on b y a n atomi c (L A with cme po la riz a ti on. Thi s yie ld s a s ma ll e r num e ri c al valu e than we qu o te he re.
ing
conduction band" s pin c haracter , hav e bee n omitted in the UE F) es timates whil e be in g prese nt in the quantities of tabl es 2 and 5. It is thu s proper to make the comparison only if core polarization affects the numerator anCi denominator so as to leave the ratio constant. This seems unlikely sin ce sand p c haracte r terms will contribute to the conduction electron core polarization.
These
Noting that the atomic s-contact interaction is typically te n tim es larger than , and opposite in sign to, dcore polarization , figure 11 suggests that hybridization is important throughout the transition metals. Consider th e case of Ni. Th e F e rmi level intersects the high peak of th e fifth band. This band has almost no hybridization , as is s hown in figure 11 , which was obtained with Cu bands. The sixth band has an N(EF) valu e whi ch is better than an orde r of magnitude s mailer than the fifth band at E( Ni). Howeve r th e sixth band has twe nty pe rcent s-admixture at E (Ni) c ausing a large, po sitiv e ad, which compe nsates for thi s. Ne gl ecting e xchange enhancem ent of th e s usce ptibility , the s ixth band contribution can the n cancel approximat ely on e third of th e Knight shift te rm , ad , associated with th e fifth band alon e. Exchange e nhance m e nt is important and an estimate of the exact role of the sixth band requires opinions of interband exchange effects. Scanning the lower energy parts of the plot, it appears that hybridization may affect the ad values for the lighter transition metals more severely. This hybridization trend should hold although changes occur in the crystal structures.
Despite the complexities just discussed, the two band model of the Knight shift has frequently proven fruitful, with hybridization absorbed in the ad term. Th e various Knight shift contributions are normally dise ntangled in two ways. First, comparisons can b e mad e betwee n th e relaxation tim e, T1, and Knight shift resuhs whic h weight th e various term s differ e ntly. The Korringa relation [27] provid es a t est for the s-contact contribution. Se condly, on e can employ the graphical techniqu e of figure 10 . This scheme, applied to Pt [20] appears A value for the unenhanced ")(po, estimated from specific heat data is shown in figure 12 . The larger ·value, deduced from the Knight shift, provides a measure of the effect of exchange enhancement. While [20] .
dominates in Pd (see fig. 10 ) and Rh [119] . Note that figures 10 and 12 indicate a greater exchange enhancement in Pd (5 to 6) than in Pt (~ 2). The enhancement I
in Pt is as expected, whereas the factor of 5 to 6 for Pd is somewhat smaller than is currently fashionable to believe. The orbital term dominates in V [19, 20, 22] , Crrich Cr-V alloys [24] , W [21] and Nb [22] . This is not surprising since these metals have roughly half-filled dbands, encouraging orbital effects, whereas Pt, Pd, and-. Rh have almost filled d-bands. Equation (16) predicts the difference in magnitude of ortibal effects for these two groups of metals to within the uncertainty in the ap-.
propr~ate band occupation (n) factors appearing in that I
equatIOn.
The slopes of the % versus X plots for Pd, Rh and Pt yield ad values of -345, -162 and -U80 kOe/ J-tB respectively. The Pd result is in good agreement with the 4d-core polarization value quoted in table 3 while that for Rh is half that value. It is believed [10] that core polarization is almost constant across the 4d-row < implying that the variation in ad arises from othe; sources. Two suggest themselves. First, different amounts of s character may be hybridized into the d bands at the Fermi surface: increased sod hybridization in Rh would produce a less negative ad. Figure 11 suggests that there is a distin:t proba.bility .that this occurs. I Secondly, there may be dIfferent mtersue contributions to ad. The Pauli term spin density induced on neighboring sites will, after all, make some contribution to the hyperfine coupling constants. These two contributions are expected to be present in Pt as well, and may contribute to the fact that the experimental ad is not in numerical agreement with table 3. (Some uncertainty~ must be attached to the theoretical estimate quoted there.) Intersite effects, s-hybridization and d-core polarization cannot be separated by inspection of ad for a pure' metal alone, but some insight can be gained by studying alloys. NMR results have been obtained for Cu in the Cu-Pd system [120] and Ag in AgPd [121] . The data for dilute Cu or Ag in Pd suggest that these atoms go in the lattic~ with filled d shells and with relatively little I perturbatIOn on the surrounding Pd matrix. Negative ' solute Knight shifts are obtained, in contrast with the positive ones appropriate to pure Cu and Ag. Using Ag I (26) where a sotute is the atomic valence s-electron hyperfine · coupling constant appropriate to the solute (see table  4 ). Now the intersite term sampled by Pd in Pd c an be quite diffe rent from that sampled by either Ag or Cu which are c harge impurities but the above res ults sugges t that approxim a tely on e third of th e ad value in Pd arises from intersite effects and that the numeri cal agreement with the 4d core polarization value was fortuitous. The prese nce of an intersite contribution of betwee n -100 a nd -150 kO e/J-tB the n implies an equal but positive contribution from s hybridization , or from polarization of the paired s c haracte r in the occupied conduc tion ba nds (e .g., see sec. 2). A two or three pe rcent admixture of s character in the d bands at Ef' would produce suc h an effect (see tabl e 4). The variation in ad be tween Pd a nd Rh is within the realm of reasonable ch ange in h ybridization, though inte rsite effect s can be expecte d to vary. Negativ e s hifts of the e u reson an ce are also observed [122] for dilute Cu in Pt. In s pection of the res ults is again troubled b y th e ques tion of pe rturb ations on the host lattice (which are thought to be slight) and second order quadrupole shifts (whi ch are estimated). The res ult is [122] an intersite term of somewhat less than -100 kOe/ J-tB in agree me nt with Cu-Pd. There also exist results for the Pt Knight shift in C u-Pt [122] and Au-Pt [123] alloys . A similar te ndenc y, of negativ e s hifts in pure Pt and positive s hifts in the noble metal-ri ch alloys, ari ses. This is in qu alitative "agree ment with th e above observations concerning a negative inte rsite te rm in Pl. Ques tions concernin g the perturbation on th e solv e nt' s local s usce ptibility, due to the prese nce of a n atom s uc h as Pt (o r Pd) in a noble me tal , makes qua ntitativ e es timates of an inte rsite hyperfin e co ns tan t from th e dilute Pt da ta less · plausible .
Experie nce with solute h yperfin e field s [124 ,125] for impurities in F e, Co and Ni , a nd the above ob servations · for noble me tal alloys, su ggest th at sub stanti al intersite effects ari se in the heavy 3d, 4d and 5d me tals. These are expec ted to be of the orde r of -100 kOe/ J-tB (the mome
The changes in cr ys tal s tructure fro m fcc to bcc, and the associated d ecrease in the numbe r of nearest neighbors to a nyone site may be a f actor contributing to this.
Alloys and Local Effects
The introduction of a foreign atom in a pure metal has seve ral effects. First, if the atom h as a differe nt number of vale nce electrons than the host , its in serti on will c han ge the number of conduction electrons per atom (th e eta ra tio) in the metal. Neglecting other effects of th e in sertion , this acts to shift the Fermi level in the ba nds. Th e ba nds will , of course, be perturbed by the addition of impurities. If the perturbation is gradual , a nd rela tively weak , it is often useful to s~an alloy data as if the F ermi le vel s hifts (as a fun ction of eta) ove r a set of " rigid " bands. This is a rigid band picture whi c h may (or may not) be ar some resemblance to the host me tal conduction bands off their Fermi energy [126] , but thi s picture properly describes the alloy sys te m a t Ep • Suc h a rigid band sche me has little or no releva nce to som e alloy s yste ms (e.g., C u-Pd) while displaying strikin g trends be tween alloys of common eta (e.g., Crl -xVx ve rsus TiF eyCo l _ y) elsewhe re . So me exa mples will be co nside red in the next sec tion .
An y im purity in a me tal will produce a c harge dis turban ce. Ato mi c size a nd electronegativity effects cause thi s to be true, to a limited exte nt , eve n in the case whe n the valence of the host and th at of the impurity is id~nti cal. Th e conducti on electron s act to screen the ch ar ge differe nce associated with the impurity as is indicated sche mati cally in fi gure 13. The re will be a build up (as in fi g. 13) or dilation in the total conduction electron charge in the vicinity of the impurity, depending on the sign of the differe nce 9 • There is a highly local "main peak" with the familiar Friedel oscillations to the outside. These ari se from the presence of a conduction electron F ermi s urface and have a pe riod whi c h is inversely proportion al to 2kp , i.e., the extre mal calipe r of the F ermi s urface in the direction in question [127] .
"The condu cti on electron di s tr ibuti on is dis torte d b y th e Co ulomb pe rturb ati on in a ver y simil ar mann e r to t he co re po lari za ti on effects di sc ussed earli e r. th e la tte r c ase be in g an exc ha nge polarizati on and the s pin differe nce r es ulting fro m it , th e prese nt case involvin g the s um of c ha rge terms. Both may be vi e wed as in volvin g the admix· ture of exc ite d orb ita l c haracte r into the ori ginall y unperturbe d occ upie d one·electron states. Solvent atoms can make various differently weighted samplings of this charge distribution, for example, by quaclrupole interactions [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] and by isomer shifts. The presence of an impurity also affects the solvent Knight shift. Only the perturbation of the Fermi surface electrons is important here, as it is these electrons which are involved in the Pauli term. The Fermi surface electrons undergo a redistribution [127 ,134] which is similar to the total charge screening in character and which can be sampled as a distribution through their (a) values appropriate to the different solvent sites in the lattice. This, and the bulk charge disturbance, are usually described in terms offree electron or simple OPW bands employing pseudopotential or phase shift scattering analyses of the perturbation. Due to the complex nature of the problem, neither scheme usually supplied quantitatively satisfying a priori predictions of experiment and, in the few cases where they have , there arise questions of the uniqueness of the result. In terms of the phase shift analysis, the change in Knight shift at a nucleus some distance R from the impurity is given [134] The t'th term in the sum is associated with the t'th partial wave, YJ" is the phase shift of the t'th component, There is traditionally some question of how large an effect can be associated with pure s-screening. From a' strictly atomic viewpoint , one might expect it to be limited to two electrons worth of charge. The recent in-_ vestigations of Slichter et aL. [135, 136] conclude that higher t' scattering is ve ry important to the screening when solute-solvent valence differences exceed two. j A local spin moment will produce a spin disturbance I similar to that seen in figure 13 . Such a spin disturbance is obviously important to magnetically ordered metals 'O but it also produces the dominant Knight shift term at some sites in certain paramagnetic alloys (see sec. 12). Consider the Knight shift of a nonmagnetic site in a p' aramagnetic rare-earth alloy. The principal term in the Pauli susceptibility, i.e., in the spin induced by the magnetic field, is that of the open 4f-shells, and this spin will contribute to the nonmagnetic site (a) behavior via conduction electron polarization. The susceptibility associated with the moment would obey a Curie-Weiss law. Examples of this are the above mentioned rare earths with their open 4f-shells, and 3d alloys, such as Fe in Cu. Sometimes the moment I may arise from band-paramagnetism involving local-I ized d levels which are too weakly coupled by intraatomic exchange to produce a true local paramagnetic moment. Curie-Weiss behavior is then not followed. The 3d elements as impurities in Ag, or dilute Ni in Cu are examples of such band paramagnetism.
Given an induced local spin monent of either of theabove types, there will inevitably be a spin disturbance in the solvent conduction bands producing, in turn, a I Knight shift term. There will be a variety of contribu-j tions to this. First, and most obviously, the exchange field due to the local moment will produce a spin dependent scattering of conduction electrons. As described by Rud e rm a n, Kittel , Kasuya and Yosida (RKKY) [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] , the Pauli res ponse of the conduction e lectrons to t he diago nal exc hange term " f(kF,k F), con tributes a net spin de nsity which is the n piled up in a scree ning distributi on of the sort plotted in figure 13_ Formally the th eor y is almost identical to th e charge screening case_ Exchange, rather than electrostatic Coulomb, terms are res ponsible for the disturbance , and details of the shape of th e main peak and of the behavior of the phase and amplitude (relative to the main peak) of the Friedel oscillations should differ from the charge scattering distribution. The t' = 0 and 1 partial waves will again tend to predominate. Details [141] of the intra-atomic term in the e lectrostatic exchange, fe{, are s uch that if the local mome nt is of odd (or e ve n) t' character, partial wave scattering of odd (or e ve n) t" is e nhanc ed (i .e., swave scatte ring is of in creased importan ce with dmom ents prese nt while p-wave effects are amplified in 4f-m ome nt scattering). Only s-wave spin density is nonzero at th e solute's nucl e us. In the scatte ring picture, it describes the intra-a tomi c conduction electron exchange polarization te rm di sc ussed.in section 2.
If the value of electrostatic exchange wer e somehow zero, th e prese nce ,of a local spin mom e nt would still cause a spin di s turban ce in th e condu ction bands [142] [143] [144] . R esonant scattering of sp in-up and spin-down conduction electrons will occur at differe nt e nergies as the res ult of the splittin g of the local virtual (or real) bound s tate to form the local magn e ti c mome nt. One reason th e scattering differs is the differe nt occupation of spin up and s pin down orbitals on the local mom e nt site. Consider so me partial wave co mpon e nt , with quantum me mb ers t' and m t' of a scatte re d conduction electron at the local moment s ite. If the local mome nt had an occupie d component of the same t' , m t' and s pin, the conduction electron component would be unaffected (exce pt for any nonorthogonality effects whic h might arise); if there were a hole in that local moment orbital component, the orbital could be admixed into the conduction electron function to the extent it is e ner getically favorable. The existence of a net spin residing in the local moment impli es a difference in hybridization (and orthogonalization) effects in conduc--tion electron states of th e sam e k and differing spin.
This results in a s pin de nsit y di s tribution similar to th e core polarization effects di sc ussed earli er. There is no ne t spin in the di sturb a nce; in stead th ere are region s of spin parallel and antiparaUel to the local mom ent. In th eir original in s pection of s uch hybridization effects, Anderson and Clogston co ncluded [142] that this di s turban ce wo uld faU off as l/r 4 ; s ubse quent nume rical es tim ates of their model [145] are con sistent with this observation. It would seem that the effect is largely concentrated at the lo cal mom e nt s ite. An effective exchange interaction ari ses when th e nex t order in hybridization effects is take n [142 , 1 43] ' Consid er the energy s hift of a F ermi s urface electron. Th e mixing of local moment hole co mpon e nts into the wave function will lower the state's energy whereas orth ogo nality with occupied components can only raise its e ne rgy. Hybridization thus stabilizes th e e nergy of Bloc h states with spin moment anti parallel to the local mom e nt whereas those with spin moment parallel are less favored since they undergo orthogonalization a nd decreased hybridization. This produces [142] [143] [144] a negative interband exchange constant fib(kF,kF) in contrast with felk ';',kF) which is always positive. II A negative value implies a conduction electron Pauli spin density te rm of s pin mome nt anti parallel to the local mome nt. Such situations occur expe rim e ntally, implyin g that "interband" hybridiza tion (and high er order effects) do , on occasion, predominate over electrostatic exc hange, which can only produce a ne t spin mom ent parallel to the local moments_ (These effects are obviously intim ately related to the Kondo effect.) The e arlies t e vid e nce for negative exchange constants was obtained by nucl ear magnetic resonance and electron paramagne tic resonance measurements for rare earths in several host metals [146] [147] [148] [149] such as Pd. This has s ubseque ntly bee n borne out by magne tization a nd ne utron diffraction studies.
Interband hybridization exc hange also differs from electrostatic exch ange in that hyb ridi zation will only be strong be tween ba nd and local mome nt compo nents of common t'. Th e s umming over individual Bloc h s tate contributions to the spin disturb ance yields partial wave scattering only from those same t' compon e nts directly involv ed in th e mixing. Thus , unlike electrostatic exchange, hybridization effects with their predominant d-or f-scattering , will not contribute an t' = 0 contact spin density term to the hyperfine field at the scattering site, unless higher order (i.e., double , triple, etc.) scattering processes are significant.
A disturbance of the type plotted in figure 13 produces a distribution in solvent site (a)'s causing a broadening of the solvent Knight shift line. The di stribution in (a) will not necessarily provide a de tailed , accurate mapping of the bulk conduction electron di s turban ce_ This is du e to interfe re nce effects arisin g from orthogonalization of th e co nduction electron wave fun ction s with th e solve nt site ion cores which are 11 Sc hrieffe r a nd Wolff [1431 have ex plored th e circumstances for whi c h ,)';b can be prope rly defin ed.
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penetrated. This interference is important in that it affects the apparent shape of the disturbance at sites near the impurity, while providing little more than scaling to the result for sites at asymptotically large R.
The sampling of the disturbance will inevitably cause the average solvent site (a> to increase or decrease with respect to the pure solvent value, thus causing a shift 8.7r, of the resonance line. Some sites will have values of (a> so different from the average that they will not contribute to the main resonance line, but satellites outside instead. This will cause a decrease in line intensity, i.e., wipe-out, upon alloying. Blandin and Daniel's estimate [134] of one such distribution in (a> is seen in figure 14 . The theoretical estimate is drawn to the same sc ale as an experimertal [150] NMR derivative in Ag containing a s mall quantity of Sn. The factors as whether or not the mam peak of the disturbance extends out and encompasses any neighboring nuclear sites. Little is known experimentally, and less from accurate calculation, concerning main peak behavior. (Most theoretical work makes the doubtful, but computationally necessary, use of asymptotic estimates for the entire disturbance.) It is generally thought that the main peak of the Coulomb I screening is largely localized at the impurity site while the spin density peak is of longer range. For Fe in Pd the latter is known to cover many lattice sites. This is due to a large 1/2kF value (which affects the main peak as well a.s the Friedel oscillations) and)o the substantial conduction-electron conduction-electron enhancement of)(p [152] [153] [154] .
It has been seen that solvent data are largely limited to shifts of the main resonance line and this does not provide a unique test for any given detailed model of alloy effects . Although such experiments are diffi c ult , furth e r obse rv ations of solvent satellite resona nces in very dilute alloys would be invaluable for thi s purpose. Satelli te lin es would arise from near ne ighbor region (a)'s and, providing they can be disentangled, would provide a se vere test for any theory. The interpretation of the alloy Knight shift data depends somewhat on the nature of the material in question. The change of %, Ll.J'{, upon introducing a second component into a metal, will cause a change in (a)xp. Whether one interprets Ll% as a change in xp or in (a) [recall the latter is an ave rage involving th e • product of a's and X's, over all points of the Fermi surfac e; see eq (17)] depends upon one's prefere nce for the parti c ular case at hand. In a s imple form one ma y write, in a nalo gy with e q (1), (30) Permitting both (a) and Xp to vary, as in eq (30), is not as prac tical a vie wpoint for scanning alloy data , as is holdin g one of the two quantiti es co nstant a nd attributing th e tre nd in Ll3'{ to a variatio n in th e oth er. For in sta nce, in th e case of the transition me tal alloys s uc h as th e Ti-V-Cr se ri es, th e vanadium Kni ght s hift c hange may be most conv eniently discus sed in term s of a c han ge in de nsity of s tates (i. e., xp ). W e will di scuss thi s case in more detail later and see that for thi s case s uch a description is a useful one. On the other hand , in dilute alloys, where th e Friedel oscillation description may be used , the c hange in % is better described by considering the diffe rent (a) values as appropriate to the differe nt e nvironmental conditions of the host atoms, kee pin g xp constant.
A general version of e q (30) , sampling the Knight s hift behavior of the two types of atoms (A ,B) in a binary alloy is (A or B) , and that there is no signifi cant e xchan ge e nhance ment of X, thi s equation may be re writte n (usin g eq 17) in the form given by Drain [74] , (a) in the alloy eq ual to (a) in the me tal forces the whol e effect of alloyin g to be describ ed in term s of th ese local den s iti es of states. At times thi s proves usefuL Drain [74] has used eq (33) and th e data of fi gure 8 to scan th e AgCd alloy sys te m. The res ults are in agree me nt with general tre nd s see n within and betwee n phases obtai ned in a " rigid ba nd " scan of electronic specifi c heat data. However , usin g eq (33) , s uch a scan should not rigorously reflect th e varia tion in the density of states of Ag at and above E,. -for a numb e r of reaso ns. Th ese include charge scree ning (for di scuss ion see ref. 8) a nd th e fact that th e h ype rfin e co ns tants a re held fix ed.
XJ,= ( I-c) (aX):1I0Y + c(ax})~OY

N (EF)allOY = (l -c)NA(EF )
L ocal effects in covale nt compounds, s uc h as c halcoge nides and SiC can also be examin ed u sing eq (3 1). Consid eration of these ma teri als is aided by the fact th at th e e nergy ba nds are ofte n more well-known in these th a n ininter metaHi c co mpound s . An example is n-doped sili con carbid e [78, 155] . The 29S i Knight s hift is near zero whereas a s ubs tantial Kni ght s hift is meas ured for 13c. This info rmati o n, toge the r with TI data for both sites, permitted Alexander and Holcomb [78, 155] to infer important wave fun c tion symmetries. It was concluded that a zero Knight shift implied a ze ro wave fun c tion de nsity at Si but that symmetry allowed a substantial shift at th e carbon site.
Lead telluride is another case where local effects are important and where a significant amount of exp eri· me ntal and theoreti cal information is available on the ener gy band stru cture. Although the results are affecte d by sample pre paration, for the bette r samples th e 207 Pb Kni ght s hift in n-type PbTe was found [156] to be te mperature independent, and relatively s mall and positive with res pect to undo pe d PbTe. On th e oth er hand in p-type, PbTe Jt(Pb) was found to be large, negative and temperature dependent. This was interpre ted [156] in terms of a band structure model in whic h the valence band possesses substantial s-character with respect to the Pb atoms, whereas the conduction band lacks s-character at Pb. The small positive shifts in n-type material were assumed to be of orbital origin. The negative contact interaction is ascribed to a negative g-value for the L-point valence band states. The same band model was used to explain the 125Te Knight shift results in these materials.
Correlations of :If, X and y with Electron
Concentration in Transition Metal Alloys
There are many cases in the literature where the Knight shift has been observed to vary smoothly with composition in alloy systems. Where ' Y values are available from specific heat data, or other N(EF) information is known, a direct correlation between these quantities and .% can sometimes be found. Usually the complex nature of.'Jf (eq 19) causes the correlation to be somewhat obscured, and the fact that .% does not follow the N(EF) curve is not necessarily an indication of nonrigid band behavior. Examples are shown in figure 16a . Looking first at the 3d-alloys, there is a gradual increase in.% with ela, with a peak at about figure  16a deviate from the general trend. The reason for discrepancy in the case of .'Jf measurements may be a res ult of a difference in N(Ed , but again may be due to local effects so that no direct conclusion can be drawn from the .'Jf versus ela results alone.
To give a further picture of the shape of the density of states curves for these alloys we show the total susceptibility data in figure 16b . Both for the 3d and 4d series, there is a possible cusp atela= 5. Both X curves have quite similar behavior. The V-Tc(3d-4d) alloy system also follows this trend. From this picture we get a different impression of the density of states curve than from the curves obtained from ' Y data as shown in figure 16c . Here there is no cusp at ela = 5 and a major peak occurs between ela = 4 and 5. Thus there is a discrepancy be twee n the'Y curves on one hand, and the X curves on the other. Depehding on which curves are used, the Knight shift data may be interpreted in a [157] , V-Cr [157, 158] , V-Tc [157] , V-Fe [159] , V-Ru [160] , V-H [161] , Nb-H [162] , Nb-Tc [163] , Zr-Nb and Nb-Mo [164] . (b) Ti-V [165] , V-Cr [157, 165] , V-Tc [157] , Zr-Nb [164] , Nb-Mo [163, 164] , Nb-Re and Nb-Tc [163] . (c) Ti-V and V-Cr [164 ,166,167] , V-Fe [164] , Zr-Nb andNb-Mo [168] .
quite diffe re nt mann er. In either case th e re is no direct corre lation be twee n .'If and the other data , and there mu st be an interplay of several terms as a function of e/a. A number of attempts hav e been made using ')I, X,
.'If, as well as T t data and the Korringa relation [27] , to de rive the various contributions to .'lf. For example , the r es ults of figure 16 have been rationalized [24, 163, 164] by usin g a two-band model for the Pauli term, as in eq (23) 10 ), admixture and variations of admixture of this magnitude are not unreasonable. This model is more obviously appropriate to the TiFe t-. rCox alloys, with e/a from 6 t o 6.5 [172] , wh ere the slope of the % (59CO) versus X plot reverses sign across the alloy sequence. If the hybridization model is prov e n valid , the Knight shift can provide a useful probe of the variation of the de nsity of s-states in "d"-bands. An example of a differe nt type of application of a rigid band model is the proposed band structure in th e lanthanum-hydroge n syste m by Bos and Gutowsky [173] . Lanthanum is a me tal and upon adding hydrogen up to 67 perce nt (LaH2) th e materia! re main s me tallic. At LaH3 , however , the material becomes an in s ulator. This, together with .'lf and X information , was the n used [173] to propose the density of states shown in fi gure 17. These measurements lead to the conclusion that adding hydrogen means lowering the e/ a ratio, whi c h can be considered equivalent to the hydrogen absorbing an electron. This is in contrast to the other model in whic h hydrogen in the alloy gives up an electron to the conduction band and remains in the lattice as a proton. This latter model has bee n used , for example, to describ e the V-H a nd Nb-H res ults s hown in fi gure 16a, and for the compounds ScH2 and YH2 [174] . An inters titi al proton is expecte d to be a larger perturbati on in the La matrix a nd it may bind two Is electro n s ta tes to it (as in fi g. 17) whereas s uc h electrons might not be bound in th e oth e r sys te ms where th e perturbation is weake r. S uc h be havior can be anticipated from s -wave impurity scattering theor y. 
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Solvent Knight Shifts
Confidence that the Friedel oscillations (fi g_ 13) can be observed was given by Rowland's quadrupole wipeout data in Cu alloys [129] , and reinforced by his solvent Kni ght shift results [150] . Rowland 
, there is no such turn back. In figure 19a we bave chosen two sets of Rowland's ~% data , for pairs of im-' purities of common valence, which clearly display tbe valence effect seen in figure 18. Rowland [150] noted that curved lines could be drawn to fit the datum points, as we bave done for some of the data in figure  19b . Rowland points out that due to linesbape effects (for example , see fig. 14) , the uncertainty of the individual points is such that his representation by a straight line is all that is quantitatively reasonable. Granted this uncertainty, the possibility of nonlinearity in these plots of % versus c may be real, as was noted by Rowland. Using Rowland's raw data, a r defined for low concentrations is smaller than that defined by fitting out to larger concentrations. This fact was used by Alfred and Van Ostenburg [175) in their version of the r plot which differs from figure 18, for the Sb in Ag point. By using low concentration data, this r point was reduced from the value given by Rowland, bringing it into line with their [175] predicted turn back. If the same treatment over the same concentration range is used for all of Rowland's datum points, then all the r points in figure 18 will tend to be somewhat lower but the general picture will remain as shown in our figure 18. Alfred and Van Ostenburg neither used Rowland's choice for r, nor treated the data for all the alloys equivalently. If all of the r values are obtained consistently, their phase shift analysis yields neither better, nor worse, agreement with experiment than the earlier phase shift estimates of Kohn and Vosko [176] , and of Blatt [177) . Similar valence effects have been seen for Bsubgroup solutes in liquid copper alloys [178] and, as seen in figure 20a, in solid lead alloys [179) . The liquid copper results of OdIe and Flynn [178] also display the high valen ce turn back. This result is more evident than in the solid Ag case, the J'{, versus c plots being more linear and the turn back in r being larger, although errors for the points of most interest are somewhat large. OdIe and Flynn [178) , utilized the phase shifts of Blatt [176] and Kohn and Vosko [177) to discuss their results.
In the solid Pb case, the r values are largest for the smallest valence (Hg), but a reduced effect of valence difference (i.e., the beginning of a turn back) is also evident. The raw data in figure 20a also reveal curvature in % (Pb) versus concentration for solid PbTl [179] , similar to the Ag data in figure 19b . This curvature is not evident for the other Pb alloys. In liquid lead alloys, as seen in figure 20b , taken from Heighway and Seymour [180) , there are some cases of linearity and others of nonlinearity. A very interesting fact here is that, in the solid, r has the opposite sign to r in the liquid for many of these alloys. This result was verified [180] by following the resonance in Pb-Bi from the liquid to the solid state.
In figure 21a and c, J' {, versus c plots for solid InPb and InSn alloys [123] are shown. These are examples where there is a tremendous dip in % versus c, before a more linear behavior is achieved. This dip falls within a 1% impurity concentration in one case, and 2% in the other. The magnitude of these dips is up to 10% of the total Knight shift. For comparison, data for these alloys in the liquid state [181] are shown in figure 21b and d on the same vertical scale as the solid data [182] . Dips may also exist in the liquid state, but, if so, were missed due to the coarse grain scans over the dilute range of alloying. On the other hand the dip may be peculiar to these alloys in the solid state only.
The linearity of %, bearing in mind the coarse composition mesh studied, is striking for the liquid alloys displayed in figure 21 band d. This linearity is characteristic of many, though by no means all alloy systems. Several other examples of linear behavior have been observed [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] . In these papers some cases of nonlinear behavior are also encountered. The linearity, even at hi gher concentrations, may be relevant to some suitable. phase shift description. However, it should be recalled that in its formulation the traditional phase shift analysis was developed for infinite dilution only. A dip in J{ versus c is also suggested by the solid CdIn data [189] shown in fi gure 22. In this case we have drawn a straight line throu gh th e hi gher concentration data points merely to show a very ge neral trend for the alloys . Although the scatter is large, it is again clear that the data are not b es t re prese nted by a sin gle s traight line from the origin. The complexity of the variou s term s co ntributing to Y{, and the local nature of J{, is s uc h that the observation of nonlinearities should not be surprising. These nonlinearities are not amenable to simple phase shift analyses, although the turn back in r is.
For the liquid alkali alloys a form of the single scat· tering model was employed by van Hemmen et aL. [190] . Agreement with experiment was obtained by in· dueling volume renormalization, without co nsidering the d etails of the c harge oscillations. The phase s hift description used by OdIe and F lynn [178] for liquid Cu alloys, and s imilar attempts by Rign ey and Flynn [191] using new ly de rived phase s hifts, as well as pse udopotential met hod s as e mploy ed by Moulson and Seymour [192] hav e been partially s uccessful in describing Y{ versus c behavior in liquid alloys.
The observed behavior of J{ upon alloying should be described by a "nondilute ' · scatterin g model co upled with some accounting of "rigid band" effects [8] , in addition to other possible mechanics. Such a combined theory is not yet available.
{Note added in proof: An interesting proposal to explain the low composition dip was given by R. A.
Craig. (We thank the author for sending us a pre print of his manuscript, to be published in the Journal of Physics and Chemistry of Solids.) Anisotropic manybody effects were found to give a contribution to :7{ in a pure metal. According to Craig, the contribution 596 J 't~ [189] . The indicated straight line through these points has been drawn to demonstrate that these points are clearly nonlinear with respect to the origin.
is expected to become unimportant upon introducing impurities and at high temperatures (e.g. absent in th e liquid) , because impurity scattering of the quasi· particles will cause a loss of me mory of the angular correlations between the quasiparticle·quasiparticle collisions. }
Solute Knight Shifts
When a foreign atom is substituted in a lattice, it causes a certain amount of screening about it, and long range charge oscillations, as discussed in previous paragraphs. Let u s now look at what this impurity atom sees as situated in a foreign host. The Knight shift will respond to such a situation in the same way noted above, namely by an (a) of the impurity (be it altered somewhat by its environment) and a Xp of the host, which may also be changed by the introduced impurity. Again it is a matter of how Knight's ~ factor is used as to whether we use Xp to mean the measured average derived from Xexpt, or whether to ascribe a local X nature to the immediate environment as the impurity sees it. To make this situation more clear we rewrite eq (11) for the Knight shift of an impurity, B, in a given host ,A, as (35) This definition then uses ~ to absorb solute site changes in both (a) and Xp from the fre e atom and pure solvent behavior, res pectively.
It is useful to explore eq (35) for a sequence of alloys, varying either impurity or host. One might follow the quantity % B in A, or :JfB in A/xl, for a specific impurity through a series of host metals. For example, we have don e this for charge impurities in the seque nce Cu, Ag, Au. A similar type of scan is often done for Mossbauer hyperfine data across rows in th e periodic table.
Alternatively, one can dissolv e a series of impuriti es in a particular host. The observed trends are less dif· ficult to interpret as we have the advantage of remain· ing within one crystal structure. Such solute studies have been done for example for Cu and Ag [6] , for lead [193] , and for Au [7, 194] based alloys. Taking these data, we have plotted the quantity % B in A/HerrB in figures 23 and 24. We have connected points of impurities belonging in the same row of the periodic table, and dissolved in the same host metal. We see a general downward trend as we go to higher valence for three of the four host materials, but for gold there is a definite reversal of trend. If we now assume an experimental xpA of the pure host material, A, then this behavior reflects directly the nature of ~, or (a), in Au versus that in Cu, Ag and Pb. In other words, the gold host causes the details of the wave function at the impurity site to change quite differently from the other three hosts. This could, of course, involve local density of states effects as well. We believe [7] that strong Sod hybridization, arising from the proximity of the d band to the Fermi level, is important to the Au behavior. Un· fortunately, auxiliary specific heat, s usceptibility, and other experimental data which might help resolve this 12. -.-----.------.-----,,-----, -, [6] ; the Au datafrom Bennett e t al. [7] . This latter paper gives in its 
Magnetic Disturbances
The effects of a charge impurity in a metal have been described above (sections 8, 10, 11) . When a magnetic impurity is introduced into the metal, a similar [193 ] . response occurs: spin density oscillations (rather than, or in addition to, charge oscillations) are set up around the impurity, as discussed in section 8. The behavior is similar to the oscillations shown in figure 13 . The unbalanced spin at a neighboring site interacts with that nucleus via a spin-dependent interaction. Generally this interaction is rather strong compared to charge effects causing correspondingly larger variations in the Knight shift and thus larger values of r.
Gardner and Flynn [196] Both sets of data are takenfrom Gardner and Flynn [196] . The vertical scale of the JL plot was arbitrarily chosen so that the height of the rand JL peaks are nearly equal.
Gardner and Flynn [196] The r values appropriate to the various 3d-Cu alloys are also plotted in figure 25 . These roughly follow the moment behavior, are negative, and are large when compared with the charge perturbation r's of, for example, figure 17. They are large because a local 3d-susceptibility, and its associated spin density disturbance, contributes a larger Knight shift effect w z Cr or Cr? than the weak perturbation of charge impurities. Charge effects are undoubtedly also present in the vicinity of 3d-impurity sites, but these appear to be insignificant if a local paramagnetic moment is formed.
The strength of the magneti c term, relative to other effects, is a prime reason for the observed linearity in :J( versus impurity concentration. (This assumes that the magnetic term above tends to be linear.) The negative sign of the r's might imply that the main peak of the conduction electron spin disturbance (see fig. 13 ) has its moment anti parallel to the local moment. This negative sign is reminiscent of charge impurity effects and might instead indicate, as in the charge case, that the main peak either fails to overlap solvent nuclear sites or, if it does overlap, contributes satellite lines which are shifted out of the main resonance (e.g., see fig. 14) . While the latter would be consistent with charge impurity experience, most workers believe that the main peak is sampled by the main resonance line, and that a negative r indicates spin moment anti parallel to the local momeni. This in turn implies that hybridization and higher order effects predominate over electrostatic exchange scattering. Combined hybridization and electrostatic exchange terms will provide an effective exchange coupling which is not constant as one traverses the 3d-elements. One thus expects a crude but by no means linear relation between rand f-t. This is seen to be the c ase in figure 25 . Gardner and Flynn showed that a partial wave description involving d-wave scattering crudely reproduces the trend and magnitude of the r's. Flynn and coworkers have also obtained [197] results for 3d-impurities in liquid Al and thes e are summarized in figure 27 . Since band, rather than local moment, paramagnetism prevails for all impurities, the added susceptibilities per mole of solute have been plotted (rather than local moment f-t values). The r values, except for Sc and Ti, are smaller than those obtained in the Cu alloys. This is largely accounted for by the smaller susceptibilities (per added solute atom) in the Al alloys.
The Cu and Al hyperfine fields, per effective spin moment induced on solute sites, are of the order of -100 kOe for impurities in the middle of the 3d· series. The hyperfine fields obtained (and the fs derived from them) for the Cu alloys are plotted in figure 28 . (A similar plot for 3d-impurities in liquid Al alloys results in much larger uncertainti es.) One might expect a somewhat smaller value of H err for Al relative to that of Cu, since the free atom s-contact interaction of Al is approximately half that of Cu. The fact that it has a similar value suggests that the magnetic response in the Al matrix, due to a given moment on the impurities , is slightly larger 13 than in Cu.
If one attributes Herr on an average solvent site to an s-moment, with its associated atomic (a), the results correspond to antiparallel spin moments of 0.05 to 0.08 /LB for Al and up to 0.05 /LB for Cu for every Bohr magneton of moment aligned at solute sites and in the solvent matrix. The moment at any given solvent site is small but the total moment residing in the solvent lattice can become a significant fraction of that residing on the solutes thus affecting the arithmetic average of d-electron population estimates from susceptibility data.
A comparison of the [ behavior and the susceptibilities for the Al alloys ( fig. 27) shows [ tracking X more poorly than was the case in the Cu alloys ( fig. 25) . When making such a comparison it should be noted that the [ for Sc, Co, Ni ~nd Cu are of the order of charge impurity ['so Thus, charge as well as magnetic effects, may be contributing to [. As we have discussed, the negative sign of the ['s in figures 25 and 27 would seem to indicate that hybridization exchange scattering predominates over direct exchange effects (see sec. 8).
There is no reason why such hybridization effects should be constant across the 3d row and the deviation in [ from the X curve in figure 27 is of a magnitude ap· propriate to such a variation in hybridization effects. Flynn and coworkers explain the trend with a particular version of such higher order effects, in which the exchange enhancement of the virtual d -Ievel susceptibility (see eq. 20) plays an important role. The fact that [ lies higher for the lighter 3d impurities could be due to charge effects but it would seem to imply that hybridization effects are stronger (and/or coulomb 13 One might be tempted to a ttribute this to band effects associated with the band paramagetism of the impurities in Al versus the local moment paramagnetism of C r, Mn, Fe and Co in Cu, but note th e small effective fi elds for the band paramagnetic impurities of V and Ni in Cu. fig. 29 ). As already noted, the variation in Knight shift with impurity concentration is strikingly linear in both the Al and Cu alloys over the ranges of concentration studied. In some cases these extended up to five and six per· cent. These are concentrations at which ope magnetic impurity would have another magnetic impurity as a near neighbor roughly half the time. At such concentra· tions it is doubtful that a Frie del or RKKY type of theory should be expected to work, for they assume noninteracting impurities which are dilute enough that there are no saturation effects in the solvent. Any effec· tive local-mome nt local-moment exchange coupling is reduced due to the fact that the experiments were done at high temperature (above 1000 K). This may serve to reduce apparent nonadditive effects. It may be that averaged multimoment effects are contributing to the r's. Extremely dilute alloys were not examined; with one exception the lower ranges of alloy concentrations were one·half to one percent. Knight shift data in alloys have also been obtained by y-y, perturbed angular correlation experiments [198] . In such an experiment, a nucleus is observed which has emitted a gamma ray in some particular direction. Thus defining the nuclear orientation, one then observes that nucleus as it emits a second gamma ray in some characteristic multi pole distribution. Application of an applied magneti c field produces a Larmor precession of the nucleus between the emission of the first and second gamma ray. The precession rate, with its associated Knight shift term , can be deduced from its effect on the second gamma ray distribution. Rao et al. [198] have recently used the technique to obtain the Kni ght s hift of very dilute Rh in Pd over a te mp erature range of 4.2 to 1053 K. They then used existing s usceptibility data, extrapolated to infinite Rh dilution, to obtain a YI' versus impurity site X plot, which was not lin ear. The YI' versus X slope appropriate to particular te mperature regimes are uncertain due to questions concernin g scatter in the Knight shift data and the purity of the samples used in two different sets of susce ptibility measurements. (These are strongly paramagnetic alloys and any magnetic impurities will strongly perturb the magne tic response.) The results yield a large negative J{ vers us X slope at high temperatures , which is of the order of 4d-core polarization effects, but a much smaller slope at low te mperatures. This is consistent with a picture where the impurity contribution to the s usce ptibility at hi gh te mperatures is almost entirely associate d with Rh sites , but, due to exchange e nhan ce ment effects involves the entire Rh-Pd matrix at low temperatures. The low temperature YI' versus X slope is consistent with an effective magnetic moment of ~ lOiLB residing largely on the solvent matrix. Such a moment was independently deduced [199] from C uri e-Weiss fits for these alloys at low temperatures.
Stupian and Flynn [200] studied the effect of adding rare earth impurities to liquid AI. The susceptibilities were consistent with local moments as predicted b y Van Vleck [201] . With the exception of Sm(4j)5 where there is strong multiplet mixing, the moments are approximately (36) where the Lande g-factor has been written out. Very substantial orbital terms contribute to iL and therefore the r 's should not, and do not, track iL. The f's are compared with (5) in figure 29 where ( is a meas ure of the spin component (in iLB) parallel to the aligned J. This provides a crude first order measure of effective exchange perturbations. S is anti parallel to J in the first half of the rare earth row and parallel in the second, hence the sign reversal in (5). The f's dis-playa weaker reversal which is, in part, associated with uncertainties such as the natural zero line for magnetic contributions to r. [Note that La, Yb and Lu impurities have zero· valued magnetic. moments yet their r's lie above the zero line.] The differences between rand (5) are on a similar scale to the effects seen in fi gure 27. Otherwise there are fundamental differe nces in r behavior as one transverses the rare earths in contrast to the 3d's. Negative r 's prevail s uggesting a tendency for the conduction electron spin disturbance to be anti parallel to the spin of the rare earth moment. This is consistent with almost all experience with rare earth elements in alloys or intermetallics. This sign was also observed for rare earths as impurities in Pd [202] [203] [204] , at Al sites in REAh intermetallic co mpounds [205] , and for 31P, 75As and 121 Sb in PrP, PrAs , TmP , TmAs and TmSb l4 [206] . There is general agreement that hybridization effects are responsible for these results. 15
The situation with magnetic alloys is seen ;0 be similar to the charge impurity case. Both can be described with models of the perturbations which reproduce the experimental behavior, usually crudely, although occasionally in detail. The magnetic alloy problem is complicated by the presence of several scattering mechanisms and by the fact that a magnetic im· purity is also a charge impurity. Solvent Knight shift ex· periments provide unique data for testing alloy models in both magnetic and charge difference systems, but as yet they have provided little unique insight into alloy behavior. Further studies of very dilute systems and of satellite lines outside the main resonance peak should prove invaluable for this purpose.
Intermetallic Compounds
Relating the Knight shift to the electronic density of states in ordered alloys or intermetallic compounds presents some problems which we have tacitly ignored 14 Jones [207] also s ucceeded in observin g the 141 Pr and 169Tm Kni ght shifts in th ese paramagneti c co mpound s. Shifts as large as 8,900 pe rcent were obse rved. J ones s howed that thi s is consistent with th eory and is due to large orbital hyperfine effects associated with the 4f-moments. He also noted that the te mperature dependence of the rare earth and of the nonmagnetic site Knight shift s tracked each other quite faithfully. 15 But other effects may also play a role. For example, direct electrostatic exchan ge scatt erin g was not added to hybridization effe cts in Stu pian and Flynn 's consideration of the rare earth·AI alloys. R easo nable estimates of the appropriate exc hange integrals s uggest contributions to r of the order of (and oppos ite sign to) the obse rv ed r behavior. Inclusion of the effect would have over· burdened the mode l with too many disposable parameters.
when considering disordered systems. Let us review the analysis of the Knight shift results [22, 208, 209] for the technologically important V:J( compounds [X = As, Au, Ga, Ge, Pt, Sb, Si or Sn]. It was in their now classic investigation of these intermetallic compounds that laccarino and Clogston developed the graphic .J( versus X analysis describe d earlier [13] . .J( versus X plots (with temperature an implicit parameter) are shown in figure 30 for V and Ga in V 3Ga. The tempera· ture variation in X is huge. The variation in X per V atom 0. 8r-----.-----.-----.-----,-----,-- as a function of temperature in V3Ga is somewhat j larger than that per Pd atom in Pd metal. This strong variation requires significant structure in the density of states (e.g., see [1l0] ) within kT of the Fermi energy. To investigate possible sources of density of states structure, Weger [210] considered the role of the linear chains of V atoms whic h occur on the cube faces in the V 3X structure. These chains imp ose anisotropic electronic properties which, in turn, could produce strong structure in N(E) near EF • Gossard [211] has studied Knight shift and quadrupole effect changes in V 3Si across the low temperature cubic· to-tetragonal phase transition. He interpreted the transformation in terms of such a linear chain model. Labbe and Friedel [212] presented an alternative linear chain model which also is in accord with the experimental situation. Strong negative % versus X slopes are seen in figure   30 . The slope for Ga is twice as steep as that for V. The x=O intercepts of :7c are positive and were attributed to a temperature independent Pauli term arising from a broad conduction band with s-like wave function character at both Ga and V sites. (There is probably also a significant orbital Knight shift term contributing to the V site intercept.) The temperature dependent Knight shift was attributed to a narrow V 3d-band into which Ga 4p-charac ter is hybridized, contributing shifts of the form
where xp is the d-band Pauli susceptibility per formula unit. The Wi are weights per atom of V and Ga character in a formula unit in the band. They also account for any deviation in the hyperfine constants from the chosen values. With correct (a)'s chosen, then the Wi are simply weights and subject to the normalization requirement 16 3 Wv+Wca=l.
The (a)'s were assumed to arise from V 3d and Ga 4p core polarization. Si is observed to be negative yet the core polarization hyperfine field appropriate to atomi c P , and thus presumably Si, is positive. The P atomic behavior might be irrelevant to Si but the result again suggests the presence of sub stantial negative interatomic terms at X sites in the V3X compounds. An X-site in these compounds has twelve nearest V neighbors. This implies the presence of a nearest neighbor spin moment which is 20 to 40 times that induced at the X site itself by the magnetic field. Conduction electron polarization effects of the order of those encountered for transition metals in either liquid Cu or Al can, given such a large neighboring moment, account for the value of (a)ca as well as the apparent sign reversal in (a hi. With such a large near neighbor moment, it is also possible that there isa substantial contribution to (a) via direct exchange polarization of the X-site ion core. Knight shift data [214, 215] suggest that similar effects occur at Sn sites in the isostructural system Nb3Sn. Subsequent investigations of rare earth and transition metal inter metallic compounds have often relied on % versus X plots to disentangle terms. Most of the data are associated with nonmagnetic atomic sites and band hybridization. Interatomic effects are featured heavily when rationalizing the behavior of the hyperfine constants. Interatomic effects are normally interpreted in terms of an RKKY type of spin distribution induced by the aligned spin moments on the magnetic ion sites. A variant of the two·band de scription of the nonmagnetic site Pauli shift has frequently proved useful, namely (41) where Y{o is the Knight shift associated with the conduction band Pauli term and Y{toe is the shift arising from the interatomic response to the aligned spin moment on the magnetic atom site. Y{toe, which is presumably responsible for the temperature dependence of % , has the form Here X toe is the Pauli susceptibility of either the local moment or band type associated with the moment induced on the local moment site. The 2(gJ -l) jgJ factor is included in anticipation of the rare earths, so that H' err is the hyperfine field at the nonmagnetic site per local spin moment (per molecule) at the magnetic site. The details of the conduction electron distribution arise in the sampling (43) where we have assumed that H' err arises from the contact interaction and the sum spans all interatomic radii , R, connecting all magneti c sites with a nonmagnetic atom. Efforts [216, 217] (44) where cf/2J1-B is the exchange coupling per unit local moment between the local moment and the Fermi surface conduction electrons. %0: is the Pauli response of the conduction electrons to this exchange field . If one assumes that the average hyperfine coupling in the RKKY disturbance equals that associated with Fermi surface states alone , then %0: = % 0 and Knowing Y{o from an isostructural nonmagnetic compound, cf can be estimated. Physically reasonable numbers for the exc hange constants normally result. Even assuming that the average spin moment sample is equal to the Pauli term in the RKKY response, it is not inevitable that Y{ 0: should equal Y{ o. The spin response involves states off EF and the hyperfine coupling for these states can vary radically from that at EF , as is indicated for the case of Cu in figure II.
Another possible shortcoming of the scheme is that the entire resonant scatte ring disturbalh e is not necessarily describable in terms of an effective exc hange scattering. Although cf can be numerically affected by factors other than exchange coupling, tabulation of shift results in this form can prove useful when comparing results in a sequence of interme tallic compounds. For example, Jones [206] has tabulated the nonmagnetic site , Knight shift results of rare earth intermetallic compounds in terms of cf. The same results [205, [218] [219] [220] [221] [222] [223] [224] [225] [226] [227] [228] [229] [230] are plotted in a different form in figure 31 , namely in terms of ~ == H' errlH~~. Atomic hype rfine behavior is thus normalized out, providing a crude estimate, in J1-B, of the spin moment residing at a nonmagnetic site due to the local moment disturbance. The resulting fs are an order of magnitude smaller than those appropriate to the transition metal alloys (compare with figure 28 ) implying much weaker magnetic perturbations in rare earth compounds. 17 The fs appear to be in three distinct groups; the Al compounds, the P, As and Sb compounds, and those involving elements in the 6s-6p-5d row of the periodic table. (Data also exist for two hexaborides yielding fs of --0.005.) We presume the grouping is associated with band and wave function character specific to the various sets of compounds. I More interesting than the grouping is the variation in ~ , across the rare earth row; ~ is largest at the Ce end, falling and becoming relatively constant for the heavy rare earths. The trend is very different than that seen for 3d-moments in figure 28 and appears characteristic of rare earth 4f-moment effects. This trend was first observed in electron spin and nuclear resonance of the REAb compounds [202, 205] and subsequently in ESR of rare earth impurities in Pd [203] . [205, , as collected in tabnLar form by j ones (206] .
denominators tend to e nhance hybridization, and hence f An example of this 4fbehavior is that a phase transition occurs in me tallic Ce, one phase involving no 4f electrons , and the other, one . Positive, strongly temperature depende nt .%'s have been observed for nonmagnetic sites in UAh [216] and US n3 [231] ' The susceptibility behavior s uggests the presence of Sf band paramagnetism, rather than local mome nt paramagnetism. The resulting fs (~ 0.1 to 0.3) for the two compounds are opposite in sign and s ubs tantially larger than the values appropriate to the isos tructural r are earth compounds (fi g. 31). The authors [216, 231] pointed out that the results could arise from several percent Al (or Sn) valence s-orbital hybridization into the 5fbands at EF and/or from RKKY polarization with quite reasonable f valu es. The positive sign of the f s implies th at electros tatic exchange then dominates. The Yf" versus X plots for th e two co mpounds also indi cated the presence of a strong X orb term associated with Sf c haracte r' at the U sites, which makes no contribution to the Al (or Sn) site .%.
Abundant data exis t for a variety of transition metal co mpound s. In som e of the more magnetic systems the results are strongly depe ndent on me tallurgical details of th e sa mples . For example , NiAl , CoAl and FeAI have been s tudied by West [232, 233] a nd by Sei tc hik and Walmsley [217, 234] at an d off s toichiom etry. West found that the Co s uscep tibility results in CoAl are very sensi tive to th e thermal history. These results suggested nonequilibrium magne tic clus tering. The effects of thermal his tor y on the Knight s hift are less important, because the number of atoms near clusters is small and do not contribute sensibly to the observed resonance. Despite these difficulties there are several distinct features of the results which give insight into the character of these compounds. First, the Al shift in FeAI is negative and temperature dependent, suggesting the existence of intersite effects of the sort encountered in the Al alloys and the V3X compounds. Second, while the Co s hift can be strongly temperature depe ndent (dependin g on Co concentration), the Al shift in CoAl is small and is effe ctively indepe ndent of te mperature (not depending on Co concentration). From this it was concluded that there is little Al s-character in the Fermi s urface states of CoAl. The slope of a .%(Co) vers us X plot, using co mposition as the intrinsic parameter, is ne gative at room temperature and positive at low temperature. Thus there are at least two par-383-876 0 -70 -10 tially cancelling temperature dependent mechanisms operative at the Co site in this system. West attribut ed the positive slope to a temperature dependent orbital term. Finally in NiAI, the Al shift, the Al relaxation time, and the susceptibility are characteristic of an sband metal, suggesting that Al electrons "fill" the Ni 3d band. This does not imply that there are ten 3d-electrons at a Ni site in NiAI, just as there aren't at a Cu site in pure Cu (see discussion of fig. 11 ). Instead, charge effects have so affected the bands that there is no substantial d-band character at or within kT of EF • A similar situation appears to occur in dilute alloys of Ni in Cu [235] . Knight shift results have been obtained for both transition metal sites and nonmagnetic sites in itinerant ferromagnets [236, 237, 14] such as ZrZn2. These systems are characterized by having ferromagnetic saturation moments, qs, which are small compared with effective moments, qc, associated with the paramag· netic susceptibility. This implies a band rather than local Heisenberg type of ferromagnetism. A plot of the qc/qs ratio for a variety of compounds is shown in figure   32 . These were obtained with the Rhodes·Wohlfarth "intermediate model" [238] . There has been some un· certainty as to whether magnetic impurities drive some of the "itinerant" systems ferromagnetic. In cases, [238] and Swartz et al. [15] . such as CrBel2 [237] , the NMR lines are sharp and the hyperfine fields track the magnetization, indicating that the ferromagnetism is a bulk effect, whether or not triggered by impurities. The slopes of the .% versus X plots for hyperfine fields associated with magnetic atom sites, such as Zr in ZrZn2, or Fe or Co in TiFexCo J_X , are generally small, ranging between 0 and ± 100 kOe/fJ.-B. Similar small fields occur for Ti in paramagnetic TiBe2, and V in the V3X compounds, suggesting the presence of band effects such as sod hybridization. Weaker hyperfine constants occur at nontransition metal sites in the itinerant ferromagnets, implying that only weak intersite effects are pres e nt in this class of compounds. This contrasts with the X site behavior of the localized paramagnetic V3X systems which we believe is due, in large part, to substantial intersite effects.
There are a number of examples where .% versus X plots, with (a) assumed constant, have proven to be very useful. This is not always the case. For example, t the Ga resonance in AuGa2 is temperature dependent [12] and while .% follows X quite faithfully , Tl data in· dicate a substantial variation with temperature in the contact s contribution to (a). This has led to a model of thermal population of an s band [239] , which, however, does not explain the susceptibility behavior. As of yet, this system is not completely understood.
Summary
In this paper, we have dealt with the Knight shift and its interpretation in terms of various models of the electronic behavior in metals, emphasizing recent developments. It is apparent that the relation of the Knight shift to the density of states is complicated, but there are compensations in tha t a large amount of closely related and more intricate information may be deduced from Knight shift studies in metals, compounds and alloy systems. Information may be obtained concerning 1 the wave functions of the electrons at the F ermi surface as probed at the resonating nuclei. Contributions to .J{ can be separated into terms arising from s-electron and d-electron character, and in some instances there are indications of contributions due to p-character. In addition, orbital and diamagnetic contributions can be ) deduced at times. We have discussed most of the methods with which on e obtains wavefunction insight from Knight shifts. This wavefunction information is related directly to N(E) and is needed in the evaluation of (a). The relations between .J{, (a), and the density of states are shown quantitatively in several equations ' throughout the text.
These same equations display the unique relation of .% with a local density of states due to the weighted averaging associated with (a). This becomes useful particularly in the case of intermetallic compounds and 7 ~ ~ less so for alloys where atoms occupy positions with a random arrangement. Often it is preferable to absorb this randomness into (a). In intermetallic compounds, the Knight shift behavior definitely suggests a description in terms of wavefunctions and densiti es of s tates that are different for inequivalent sites. In such a situ ation the magnetic response of one site to another is of concern. In other words now there are inter-as well as intra-atomic effects . In the case of pure metals this complication also arises but is hidden in (a / .
In this Symposium, a number of advanced theoretical and experimental techniques for studying the electron density of states have been discussed. It is to be hoped that fruitful correlations between thes e methods and Knight shifts will be obtained in the future.
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